
8. LAW: Enviro group prepares barrage of new climate lawsuits (02/13/2009) 

Debra Kahn, E&E reporter 

Arizona-based environmental group Center for Biological Diversity is planning a number of lawsuits to get climate change regulated by existing state and 
federal laws, part of a new $17 million initiative. 

The Climate Law Institute will seek to harness the Clean Water Act, the Endangered Species Act, the National Environmental Policy Act and a host of other 
laws that are legally recognized as having jurisdiction over greenhouse gases. It will be headed by CBD attorney Kassie Siegel, who successfully sued last 
year to get the Fish and Wildlife Service to list the polar bear under the Endangered Species Act due to global warming. 

"One of our top priorities is to establish case law showing that existing environmental laws already have the power to regulate greenhouse gases," said CBD 
Executive Director Kieran Suckling. "The Bush administration was fond of arbitrarily saying, 'That law doesn't count.' But no court ever agreed with them." 

Existing laws might be the best way to achieve the strictest emissions cuts, he said. "It's a bit pie-in-the-sky to imagine we'll completely start over with entirely 
new laws and those laws will be adequate," he said. "It's entirely plausible that through the Clean Air Act and A.B. 32, we could end up getting stronger 
standards than you would with new legislation." 

Group hopes to 'take concern for global warming to a new level' 

In a landmark case, the Supreme Court decided last April that U.S. EPA does have authority to regulate greenhouse gases under the Clean Air Act. States 
and environmental groups are now pressing President Obama's EPA to issue an "endangerment finding" to begin passing rules addressing various sources 
of greenhouse gases. 

CBD's initiative is starting with $6.3 million in funding, from such backers as the California Community Foundation, the Sandler Foundation and the Richard 
and Rhoda Goldman Fund. It plans to ramp up to $17 million within five years, at which point half of CBD's staff and resources will be devoted to climate 
change. Up until now, the 20-year-old group has been focused on protecting species under ESA. 

"We've got some very big, very exciting, precedent-setting lawsuits that are going to be filed within the next couple of months that will hopefully take concern 
for global warming to a new level and put the industries that are pumping these greenhouse gases into the air on notice that they are violating the law and we 
will go after them," Suckling said. The group will also file suits in California courts to establish the California Environmental Quality Act's jurisdiction over 
climate change. 
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Suckling said the center would also seek to influence any future legislation to express a greenhouse gas reduction goal in parts per million of CO2, rather 
than percentage of a given baseline year's emissions. Last year's emissions-capping bill by Sens. Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.) and John Warner (R-Va.) was a 
"pointless exercise," Suckling said, as it would have kept CO2 concentrations at about 500 ppm -- far above levels recommended by James Hansen, head of 
NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies, and other prominent scientists. 

"We want to establish a real strong public understanding that any new global warming law has to be scientifically measured against whether or not it would 
result in atmospheric carbon dioxide being reduced to below 350 ppm," Suckling said. "Global warming is not caused by a percentage of baseline level. 
Global warming is caused by X amount of carbon in the atmosphere, and you have to measure it that way." 
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